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Project Narrative
Project Request
Due to rapid area growth, smaller lot patterns and increased demand and construction of multi-family
residential, and the generally restrictive association rules of new residential construction which disallow
boat and RV parking in neighborhoods, the greater Reno area has become substantially underserved by
boat and RV storage. Boat and RV storage is a specialty type of storage with wider-drive isles
accompanied by larger turning radii and larger garage doors specially designed to accommodate these
types of larger vehicles and trailers. Based upon the applicant’s research and analysis of the market,
availability of storage units sized to accommodate larger recreational vehicles and trailers is in short supply
and they have found waitlists for such storage accommodations are not uncommon.
This application presents a request for a special use permit for the allowance of a boat and RV storage use
in a Community Commercial (CC) zoning district, for a non-residential use adjacent to residentially zoned
property, and for the allowance of 24-hour access to the facility by renters of the storage units.
The Verdi Boat & RV Storage site is proposed to include 49,500+/- s.f. of storage space predominately for
boat and RV storage on a 2.6+/- acre development site. The site is ideally located on Interstate 80, which
draws the type of traffic suited for the proposed use. The site is located advantageously having both an
onramp and offramp accessing I-80 within 1,000 feet of the property driveway. All the units are proposed to
be enclosed and secured. Access to the site will be managed through a cutting-edge, environmentally
conscious, unmanned system, which provides many benefits including a smaller construction footprint and
lower utility consumption over the life of the project. Renters will be empowered to use kiosks, keypads,
and mobile device applications to access the gates for the site and their units 24 hours per day unless
restricted by the managers (due to delinquency or complaints).
The 2.6+/- acre development site area associated with the project is part of a larger 3.9+/- acre parcel (APN
038-230-15). There is 1.3+/- acres on the eastern side of the property that will not be developed nor
disturbed with the project as it is a steep slope that slopes downward to the Truckee River.

Property Location
The subject property is located approximately 1,000 feet north of the westbound I-80 Exit 2 offramp in the
western part of Verdi. The property was annexed to the City of Reno in 2005 under Annexation Tract Map
4509 in the Washoe County Recorder’s Office. A copy of this Annexation Map is provided in Tab E of this
application under supporting information. The subject parcel is currently vacant. Development on adjacent
parcels consists of a commercial building used for storage, vacant land, and owner and renter occupied
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single-family dwellings. The project site is in an area that is designated as a Cooperative Planning Area. A
review of the considerations for Cooperative Planning is provided later in this Project Narrative.
A project vicinity map is provided below showing the location of the project area.

Figure 1 – Vicinity Map
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Master Plan Conformance
Master Plan -- The subject property is designated Suburban Mixed-Use (SMU) in the recently updated
Reimagine Reno Master Plan. This designation identifies the following primary uses - residential,
commercial, entertainment, and some accessory uses. Other allowed uses are high density housing types.
The Master Plan states that the SMU designated areas are intended to provide a “diverse mix of
commercial and residential uses. The size, density, and mix of uses will vary depending on access,
location, and the character of surrounding areas. The proposed use falls within the primary uses description
provided within the Master Plan and the proposed location is well situated with easy and convenient access
through the frontage road system within NDOT right of way and does not burden local streets.
A Master Plan Exhibit is provided on the following page, which shows the City of Reno Master Plan
designations and the subject property location.

Figure 2 – Master Plan Exhibit
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Zoning Conformance
The subject property is zoned Community Commercial (CC) This district provides for general commercial
and service enterprises for the community at large, of which mini warehouses are an allowed use with a
special use permit level review. A Zoning Map showing the subject and surrounding properties is provided
on the following page under Figure 3.
There are additional use regulations specified in 18.08.202(f)(16) that will be adhered to with the Verdi Boat
and RV Storage project..
Section 18.08.202(f)(16) -- Mini warehouse (SF Districts, MF14, MF21, MF30, MU, AC, CC, NC).
In all zoning districts except the I and IC Districts, mini warehouse uses shall comply with the following
regulations:
a. No more than one manager’s or security residence shall be permitted.
b. All storage shall be within an enclosed building except for the storage of recreational vehicles
which shall be completely screened from view from surrounding properties and abutting streets at
the first-floor level. Screening from an adjacent two-story building is not anticipated.
c. No business shall be conducted from or within a mini-storage facility.
d. Retail sale of stored items on the premises is prohibited.
e. Auction sales of stored items on the premises are prohibited.
f. The commercial repair of motor vehicles, boats, trailers and other like vehicles shall be
prohibited.
g. The operation of spray-painting equipment, power tools, welding equipment or other similar
equipment shall be prohibited.
h. The production, fabrication or assembly of products shall be prohibited.
i. Storage units shall not be used as a musical practice or recording space.
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Figure 3 – Zoning Exhibit
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Existing Site Conditions
The site is a vacant parcel that obtains primary access from the Interstate 80 right-of-way through a
frontage road that is owned and maintained by NDOT. The site contains an access easement at the
southern end of the property (Orange Post Road) that serves as primary access to residential parcels on
Hirsch Road (a gated, private drive) that are located between 500 and 2,100 feet to the south of the
proposed development site.
In addition to Orange Post Road, there is a graveled driveway that bifurcates the northern portion of the
subject site from the south. This graveled driveway accesses APN 038-230-10 but there does not appear to
be a recorded easement for this access (per the title report that was prepared for the project). It should be
noted that APN 038-230-10 & 11 are believed to be under common ownership, which allows these
commonly owned properties to access to the I-80 frontage without the need to cross the project
development site. Nevertheless, despite such perceived common ownership and the lack of any identified
recorded easement, access through the development site is proposed to be preserved in joint use with the
project driveway. The alignment will be adjusted and made to be more direct to the frontage road, but the
access will remain available for this single-family residential use on Community Commercial zoned land.
The eastern 1.3 acres of the site is contained in very steep slopes down to the Truckee River and is not
considered to be developable. As such, this portion of the subject parcel will be left untouched with the
proposed development and is not included in the 2.6+/- acre development site area. No grading, roads,
buildings or any other improvements are proposed on this steeper section of the subject parcel. Exclusion
of the steep sloped area of the parcel on the east, leaves a 2.6+/- acre very developable plateau that runs
toward the frontage road on the east side of the I-80 right-of-way.
The eastern third of the site is very steeply sloped towards the Truckee River. It is proposed that the steep
slopes remain untouched by this project. A 10-foot bench will be utilized for a transitional landscape area
that will allow any stormwater on the western side of the bench to flow to the west and not down the slope
to the Truckee River. Moderately dense landscape in predominately evergreen species is proposed in the
bench that will help to break up the rear wall storage units from views from the River and the residential
properties to the east.

View to the west on Orange Post Road
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View from Orange Post Road through an old
private access easement that legally no longer
exists.

View toward the east from the eastern edge of
the Development Site. View of the top of the
slope toward the Truckee River.

View to the south along the frontage road. The
dirt driveway visible in the photo is the existing
driveway that accesses APN 038-230-10
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Project Summary
The Verdi Boat & RV Storage project proposes the development of 2.6+/- acres of vacant land on the east
side of I-80 at Exit 2, directly across from Gold Ranch in Verdi. The site proposes 49,500+/- s.f., of total
building space in six buildings, which will provide enclosed units predominately servicing the storage of
boats and RV’s. It is anticipated that between 100 and 110 units of various sized units will be available with
units ranging typically from 25 to 46 feet deep. There will be a handful (10+/-) of smaller, more traditionally
sized personal storage units available as part of the final total unit count.
General Site Operations
The Verdi Boat & RV Storage facility is proposed to be an unmanned facility that will utilize a kiosk,
keypads and mobile application technology for access to the site and units which will allow the facility to be
operated with no physical presence. Security of the site will be provided through an extensive video
monitoring system. A security and renter management and access application has not yet been chosen,
but sample information regarding Open Tech Alliance and Storage Genie applications is provided in Tab E
of this application.
There will not be an on-site office, dump station nor garbage facilities, thus eliminating the necessity for a
septic system and garbage service to the site.
Lighting
Site lighting will consist wall mount lights attached to the sides of the buildings. The predominance of the
lights will be interior to the facility. however, there will be a couple lights mounted near the project entry for
lighting around the entry gates. A lighting and photometric sheet is provided in Tab B with this application
that shows the foot candle power throughout the site.
Parking
The Reno Municipal Code identifies mini warehouse projects to need 1 space per 44 units dispersed
throughout the development, plus 2 spaces for the manager’s unit. Using the anticipated high end of units
(110), the site would typically require 4.5 (5) parking spaces. The site is designed to not have a manager’s
office and the nature of the use does not necessitate any parking outside of the fenced area of the project.
If a tenant needs parking, they can pull up along the front of a building in close proximity to their unit, and
park there to do what they need to do. There is roughly 1,250 lineal feet of building face within the fenced
area that would be conducive to vehicles pulling up with or without trailers attached. Assuming a
conservative average length of a car and trailer would be 40-50 feet in length, the total number of parallel
parking spaces that would be available would be between 25 and 30 spaces. This amount of available,
practical parking is well in excess of the code requirement, but it is simply not striped.
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Access and Utilities
Primary project access will be provided off the frontage road within the NDOT right-of-way with a driveway
access that will dually serve access to APN 038-230-10 (as previously discussed). There are two tilt-up
gates into the property (north and south of the primary driveway. As noted in the General Site Operations
section of this overview, unit renters will access the site through kiosks, keypads and mobile application
technology where they can use their cell phone and the respective application, similar to a garage door
opener, to open the gate(s).
A gated emergency access is provided onto Orange Post Road (a private easement located on the south
side of the development site). The emergency access gate will not be controllable remotely and will be
available only for emergency purposes.
Sewer
No sewage will be generated from the proposed facility as there is no manager’s office/unit and no
restrooms or other uses necessitating water fixtures beyond landscape irrigation.
Water
Water demand on the site will be limited to water needs for required landscape. There is no community
water service to the area. As such, the facility for irrigation needs will need to be served off a well. A well
permit will be requested if the project is approved.
Storm Drainage
A Preliminary Hydrology Report is provided in Tab D of this application. The report calculates that the total
amount of stormwater runoff that needs to be detained is 2,470 c.f. and the proposed detention area has
been sized to accommodate +/-2,650 c.f. of stormwater.
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Primary and Emergency Access
Primary project access will be provided off the frontage road within the NDOT right-of-way with a driveway
access that will dually serve access to the project site and to APN 038-230-10. Project access points for the
entire site can be seen on the provided sheet.
Setbacks
Minimum setbacks within the CC zoning district are per RMC 18.08.405(a)(2)(a) Minimum Setbacks.

Front
Side

Minimum Setbacks
5 feet
0 feet or greater than 10 feet

Rear

0 feet or greater than 10 feet

Alleyways

0 feet

Provided Setback
15 feet
0 feet on North Property Lines and 25
feet on South
0 feet on northern rear PL (Adj, to CC Zone)
223 feet on southern rear PL
10 feet is provided in landscape area adjacent to
Orange Post Road, a private driveway contained
in an easement.

Development Statistics – Following is an abbreviated site development statistic listing for Verdi Boat & RV
Storage project. Please see Schematic Site Plan for breakdown of units and area.
Total Parcel Size
Site Development Area:
Area to be Undeveloped

3.9+/- AC
2.6+/- AC
1.3+/- AC

Total Building Square Footage
Total Paved Area
Landscaped Area (includes ROW, site and Courtyard)

49,500+/- S.F.
46,500+/- S.F.
17,050+/- S.F.
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Residential Adjacency Standards Review
Due to the fact that the subject property is adjacent to residentially zoned parcels (as defined by the City of Reno
Residential Adjacency Standards), review of the various considerations is necessary. It should be noted that the
distance to the nearest City of Reno residentially zoned parcel is over 300 feet to the west of the eastern edge of the
proposed Development Site. Additionally, this parcel is situated approximately 90 feet below the rear grade of the
proposed site and across the Truckee River. There is an unincorporated Washoe County residentially zoned parcel
(LDS) located south of the subject property that is not specifically called out in the City code as an applicable zoning
district for Residential Adjacency review. This parcel is also considered in the following items. Similar to the City
zoned residential parcels to the east, the Washoe County zoned residential parcel, while adjacent to the subject
property, the home site is over 900 feet away from the proposed development site and the home is approximately 90
feet below the proposed grade at the rear of the proposed development site. This level of horizontal and vertical
separation mitigates most potential impact or concern associated with residential adjacency review.
It should be clearly noted that the nearest parcels that are used as residential are located to the north and are both
zoned CC (Community Commercial) and are not considered under this review.
(a) APPLICABILITY AND EXEMPTIONS.
(1) This Section 18.12.304 applies to all development in nonresidential, mixed use, and multi-family Zoning
Districts that abuts single-family zoned property (including property in the SF4, SF6, SF9, SF15, LLR.5,
LLR1, LLR2.5, GFSF, UT5, UT10, and UT40 Zoning Districts), or are separated from the single-family
zoned property by only a right-of-way or easement.
The subject parcel is considered to be adjacent to residentially zoned property to the east as defined by the City of
Reno under RMC 18.12.304. The parcels are separated by the Truckee River.
(2) Section 18.12.304(g) "Noise at Residential Property Lines" shall apply to all development in
nonresidential, mixed use and multi-family Zoning Districts that abuts any residentially zoned property
(including property in the SF4, SF6, SF9, SF15, LLR.5,LLR1, LLR2.5, GFSF, UT5, UT10, UT40, MF-14,
MF-21 and MF-30 Zoning Districts), or are separated from the residentially zoned property by only a right-ofway or easement.
Due to the existence of ambient noise from Interstate 80, the very low intensity use of the proposed project and the
vertical and horizontal separation from the parcels and/or homes on the adjacent City and County residential zoned
property, noise impacts are considered to be non-existent with the proposed development and any study would be an
exercise to discover the obvious – there will be not noise impact associated with the project upon these residentially
zoned properties and a noise study has not been provide nor is it believed to be necessary for this project.
(3) Development on sites over two acres that does not comply with subsection (d)(1)(b) below may be
allowed by a special use permit.
The development site is over 2 acres in size (2.6+/- acres), as such subsection (d)(1)(b) will apply.
(b) BUILDING FACADES.
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Developments adjacent to single-family zoned property shall be constructed such that the facade design, including
roof lines and roof treatments, is consistent on all sides of the building.
Rooflines and roof treatments are consistent on all four sides of each building. Landscape screening/buffering is
provided on the south, east and street frontage sides of the property.
(c) SIGNAGE ADJACENT TO RESIDENTIAL.
(1) No advertising signage shall be permitted on the rear of any building when the rear of the building is
adjacent to single-family zoned property.
(2) Internally illuminated wall signs are prohibited on the rear and sides of a building if the property abuts
and the signs are visible from residentially zoned properties.
No signage is proposed facing residentially zoned properties.
(d) BUILDING SETBACKS.
(1) Residential Slope.
All buildings subject to this section's residential adjacency standards shall be setback from rear or side yard
property lines adjoining single-family zoned properties according to the following formula:
b. Sites over two acres.
The minimum side and/or rear yard setbacks shall be determined by utilizing a 1:3 height/setback
ratio for that portion of any building which exceeds 15 feet in height. When the site adjoins singlefamily zoned property, the ten feet adjacent to the property line shall be landscaped. The additional
setback shall be measured starting at the end of the side or rear setback line. See Figure 18.12-11.
The 1:3 height/setback ratio may be reduced or eliminated subject to approval of a special use
permit according to 18.06.405 of this title, as amended.
The proposed building heights are 21-feet and a 10-foot landscape buffer has been provided on the south and
eastern sides of the site. The actual setback provided on the south side of the site, adjacent to unincorporated
Washoe County single family zoned property (LDS) is 25 feet (minimum) and the setback on the eastern side of the
property is over 220 feet. Both of these distances meet or exceed the requirements set forth, herein.
(2) Building Setback.
In addition to the required building setback line, no building setback shall be less than the building setback
for the property zoned single-family where they share common boundaries, or where they are separated by
an alley or utility easement.
This standard is met or exceeded.
(e) SPILLOVER LIGHTING.
(1) Lighting Standard.
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Lighting from a nonresidential property shall not create greater than 0.50 foot candle of spillover light at a
single-family zoned residential property line.
A lighting and photometric sheet is provided for the project in Tab B and the lighting plan shows no spillage of light
onto adjacent properties (residential or otherwise).
(2) Redirecting/Screening of Light Sources.
All sources of light, including security lighting, illuminated signs, vehicular headlights and other sources,
shall be directed away from single-family zoned residential property or screened so that the light level stated
in (e)(1) above is not exceeded.
All lights will be shielded downlights using LED light bulbs. Light will be directed downward and not away from the
property.
(3) Lighting Near Residential Areas.
Light fixtures and standards in or within 100 feet of any single-family residential zoning district shall not
exceed 20 feet in height. The administrator may permit additional height provided such lights are a sharp
cut-off lighting system.
All proposed lighting is to be wall mounted.
(f) EXCLUSIONS FOR HIGHER AMBIENT NOISE AND LIGHT LEVELS.
Where existing ambient noise and light levels already exceed the standards as of the effective date of this section,
the subject source may not increase existing levels.
Lights and noise emit from Interstate 80, directly adjacent to the property. Sound and light levels associated with this
interstate highway will not be exceeded with this project. Two cobra-head street lights exist on the westbound
offramp of I-80, directly across the freeway from the subject property.
(g) NOISE AT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY LINES.
(1) Measurement.
Measurement of noise shall be made at the residential property line with a sound level meter and octave
band analyzer meeting the standards prescribed by the American Standards Association.
The proposed boat and RV storage use is a very quiet, low intensity use and measurements of sound associated
with a storage facility is not seen as necessary nor will it provide any meaningful measure, data nor results.
Additionally, the ambient noise levels at all times of the day that are associated with I-80 traffic will far exceed noise
levels associated with the proposed use. As such, a noise study is not provided
(2) Permissible Noise Level.
a. Nighttime noise level.
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Noise levels shall not exceed 49 db leq or 49 db for a single event occurring on a re-occurring
basis at a residentially zoned property line between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
b. Daytime noise level.
Noise levels shall not exceed 65 db leq or 65 db for a single event on a reoccurring basis at a
residentially zoned property line.
c. Noise associated with temporary construction activity is exempt from the standards from 6:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
d. Airport airplane operations are exempt from these standards.
(h) TRAFFIC.
Site plans shall be reviewed to avoid access locations that would encourage cut-through traffic through adjacent
single-family zoned residential neighborhoods.
The site is served directly off the I-80 right-of-way through a frontage road to the project driveway. There will be no
need to use any residential street to access the site.
(i) USE OF ALLEYS.
Commercial truck and automobile traffic shall be prohibited on alleys that are shared with single-family zoned
residential properties between the hours of 9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
No commercial truck use of alleys will occur with the proposed project.
This includes, but is not limited to, deliveries, and commercial parking lot access. Garbage collection may occur
during these hours.
(j) LANDSCAPING AND SCREENING.
Landscaping and Screening shall conform to Article XII (Landscape and Screening Standards).
Landscaping proposed with the project conforms with Article XII (Landscape and Screening Standards).
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Cooperative Planning Area Review
The subject property lies within an area defined to be a Cooperative Planning Area (CPA). The CPA
Overlay District is intended to provide consistent development standards in areas subject to cooperative
planning/interface between unincorporated Washoe County land and proposed development within the City
of Reno boundary. A Cooperative Planning Exhibit is provided below showing the CPA overlay zoning and
subject site.

Figure 4 – Cooperative Planning Overlay District

As outlined in City of Reno Municipal Code Section 18.08.404, the CPA standards (if applicable) help to
mitigate adjacency, grading, lighting, site compatibility, and protection of ridgelines and significant
hydrologic resources. Following is a review of the applicability and response (if necessary) of each of the
topics covered under the cooperative planning standards within the City of Reno Code.
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CPA Site Compatibility and Adjacency - standards for development within 500 feet of existing built
environment or platted lots.

Figure 5 – Distance Exhibit to Nearest Unincorporated Washoe County Residences

Dev. Site

The City of Reno Code
18.08.404(a)(2)(a) states: New
development proposed in
cooperative planning areas within
500 feet of the existing built
environment, or within 500 feet of
platted lots shall comply with the
standards stated in this subsection
(b)(3). In addition, such
development shall also comply
with the general compatibility
standards stated in subsection
(b)(4) below, as applicable.

Provided on this page is an exhibit
showing the nearest built homes
on the two adjacent County
parcels (APN’s 038-242-13 & 29).
It should be noted that parcel 13 is General Commercial (GC) zoned while parcel 29 is zoned LDS (Low
Density Suburban).
The nearest home on either parcel is over 500 feet from the subject parcel and even further from the
proposed development site. The homes were developed at the bottom of the steep slopes, adjacent to the
Truckee River. The lineal distance is partially made up of a long driveway that traverses the steep slopes.
Given the location of the homes at the bottom of the slope down to the Truckee River, not only is there a
substantial horizonal separation, but also a significant vertical separation. The nearest homes exist at an
elevation approximately 90 feet below the proposed development site elevation. It is for these reasons of
existing horizontal and vertical separation from the existing actual uses that the adjacency standards are
seen to be of minimal concern. There is a minimum setback of 25 feet that is provided along the south side
of the proposed development to accommodate for Orange Post Road and an enhanced landscape area is
proposed along the easement.
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CPA Grading Adjacency Standards.
Following is a review of the Grading Adjacency Standards from the CPA section of the Reno Municipal
Code. Generally, all of these standards will be met with the proposed development.:
1. Not result in slopes or fill in excess of, or steeper than, three horizontal to one vertical (3:1)
.
Graded slopes will be 3:1 or less.
2. For a distance of 50 feet from the shared common property line with an existing residence (see Figure
18.08.14), fills shall not differ from the natural grade by more than 48 inches and may not exceed a slope of
three horizontal to one vertical (3:1).
This will be accomplished.
3. Not result in slopes that differ from the natural grade by more than 20 feet within 500 feet of a shared
common property line with existing development.
This will be accomplished.
4. Be limited on cut slopes to equal to, or less than, a slope of three to one (3:1). However, major cut slopes
in excess of 100 lineal feet, shall be permitted when the cut slopes include stepped-back structural
containment in the form of benches and terraces that include landscaping on the terraces. Rockery walls
used to create benches are limited to a maximum vertical height of six feet. The resulting terraces shall
include a minimum horizontal width of six feet to provide for the landscaped bench. An exception may be
allowed for cuts into stable rock, supported by a geotechnical report.
This will be accomplished.
5. Utilize a gradual transition or "rounding or contouring" of the manufactured slope at the intersection of a
manufactured cut or fill slope and a natural slope.
Any graded slopes on the perimeter of the site will be contoured to the level practicable with the width of
the landscape areas available. Trees have been grouped along the landscape abutting the frontage road
and Orange Post Road to take on a more natural appearance, rather than that of a regimented street tree
pattern.
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CPA Ridgelines
Visually important ridgelines, as identified on the Washoe County Regional Open Space Program, as
amended, and also those significant ridgelines identified in the Washoe County Forest Area Plan, the
Washoe County North Valleys Area Plan and the Washoe County Verdi Area Plan, all as amended, shall
be considered in applications for master plan and zoning map amendments.
Review of the Washoe County Regional Open Space Program and the Verdi Area Plan revealed no
ridgelines associated with the subject property. As such, it is understood that this standard does not apply
to this application.
CPA Light and Glare
1. Light.
All light sources shall be located and installed in such a way as to prevent spillover lighting onto adjoining
properties. The following provisions shall apply to all existing and proposed development:
i. Any lighting facilities shall be so installed as to reflect away from adjoining properties. Covers
must be installed on all lighting fixtures and lamps must not extend below the bottom of the cover.
All light proposed with the project will be downlighting with LED light elements that will not be exposed
below the shield to protect against light spillage. Wall mounted lighting interior to the project (not providing
lighting at the project entry gates) will be motion activated to keep lighting to a minimum when not
necessary. Lighting near the entry gates may be kept on for safety and visibility purposes.
ii. Light standard in or within 100 feet of residential zones shall not exceed 12 feet in height.
Additional standard height may be permitted by the administrator provided such lights are a sharp
cutoff lighting system.
Not applicable. There are no light standards proposed within 100 feet of residentially zoned property.
iii. No permanent rotating searchlights shall be permitted in any regulatory zone, except that an
administrative permit may be issued by the administrator for a period not to exceed three days for a
temporary searchlight. The administrative permit shall be limited to a maximum of three times in
any one calendar year.
Not applicable - No such lighting is proposed or will be requested with this project.
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Lighting Design
The style and intensity of lighting shall consider not only function and appearance but shall reflect the
existing character of surrounding areas and shall replicate natural light as much as possible.
This will be accomplished with the final lighting design for the project. If desired, this may be best to
condition.
Glare
Reflected glare on nearby buildings, streets or pedestrian areas shall be avoided by incorporating
overhangs and awnings, using non-reflective building materials for exterior walls and roof surfaces,
controlling angles of reflection, and placing landscaping and screening in appropriate locations.
All lighting will be contained within the site and will be downlight to the interior driveways. Landscaping
and/or walls have been included in any areas that may have potential for glare. All wall mounted lights will
be controlled by motion sensors such that the lights will not be on during times of non-use.
Interior lighting
Where residential uses abut nonresidential uses, interior lighting of the nonresidential uses shall be
controlled at night through the use of timers, window blinds, or other acceptable means. This provision shall
apply to all existing and proposed development.
Not applicable. There are no windows proposed with this project. There will be interior lighting in each of
the units, but it will not be visible or present a visual disturbance to any residential uses abutting the site.

Legal Findings Review
Special Use Permit
General special use permit findings. Except where specifically noted, all special use permit
applications shall require that all the following general findings be met, as applicable.
a. The proposed use is compatible with existing surrounding land uses and development.
The proposed use presents a low intensity, unobtrusive, and quiet use and incorporates
landscape buffers along the perimeter of the site where no existing trees are located or
only low level vegetation exists on the adjacent parcels Project lighting will be minimal and
will use motion sensors to reduce any visible lighting when the facility is not in use.
b. The project is in substantial conformance with the master plan.
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SPECIAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION
2.5C: Drought Tolerant Landscaping - Require landscaping which utilizes drought tolerant
plant materials, efficient irrigation, incorporates soil amendments to support plant health
and resiliency, and other low water usage practices.
Drought tolerant species will be used in the final planting plans with this development. No
turf will be included in the landscape design and all vegetation needing irrigation will be on
drip irrigation to conserve on water usage.
7.1B: Development Constraints Areas - Limit development on slopes of 30 percent or
greater, significant water bodies, 404 wetlands, designated AE floodways, playas, and
public lands and require 2:1 mitigation for encroachment.
The proposed project leaves the entire 1.3+/- acre eastern portion of the subject parcel in
an undisturbed, undeveloped state, thus meeting this policy.
7.1C: Environmentally Sensitive Areas - Promote the protection and conservation of
significant wildlife habitats, slopes, stream and drainageway environments, prominent
ridgelines, mature stands of trees, and other natural and scenic resources for purposes of
wildlife survival, community education, research, recreation, and aesthetics.
The proposed project leaves the entire 1.3+/- acre eastern portion of the subject parcel
undisturbed and undeveloped. This area includes the western bank of the Truckee River,
adjacent to the subject parcel.
7.2B: Truckee River Greenway - Actively acquire and retain a minimum of a 50-foot strip of
property or easements on the banks of the Truckee River on either side. Maintain access
through properties to the River for public use.
The proposed project leaves the entire 1.3+/- acre eastern portion of the subject parcel
undisturbed and undeveloped. This is a 220+/- foot setback from the Truckee River, which
well exceeds the minimum 50-foot strip that is identified in this policy. The steep slopes on
the 1.3+/- acres make access through the property impractical.
SD.2: Development Constraints Areas - Avoid development on portions of sites located
within a development constraints area (DCA), as identified in the Truckee Meadows
Regional Plan. These areas should remain in an undeveloped state but may be
incorporated into the overall site design provided any risks to people and property are
managed or mitigated (such as within a flood hazard area).
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The eastern 1.3 acres of the subject parcel is being left in an entirely undeveloped state
with the proposed special use permit. This will save the entire area categorized as a DCA.
SD.19: Light Pollution - Employ the use of shielded light fixtures and other techniques for
reducing light trespass, sky-glow, and other forms of light pollution generated on a site,
while also maintaining safe levels of light for use of the site at night.
All lights will be shielded to emit and contain lighting only where necessary and beneficial
to the project and unit renters.
SD.23: Energy Efficiency - Where possible, incorporate energy saving and energy efficient
building designs, appliances, systems, and other building components that help the
improve energy efficiency and lower energy consumption. Look to resources such as the
ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guide, Energy Star, and other similar programs.
Lighting will use LED bulbs for energy efficiency and motion sensors will be used to
completely turn of most of the facility lighting when the facility is not actively being used.
DPEA-G.11: Glare - Avoid creating reflected glare on nearby buildings, streets, or
pedestrian areas through the careful selection of building materials, incorporation of
overhangs, controlled angles of reflection, and appropriate placement of landscaping
Lighting will be provided with downlighting and dark skies technology. Additionally, most
lights within the project will be on motion sensors such that they are completely off when
this relatively low use site is not in use during the nighttime hours.
C-GC.4: Relationship to the Truckee River - Retain a minimum of a 50 foot strip of property
or easements on the banks of Truckee River on either side. Incorporate design features
that facilitate views of and access to the Truckee River, such as but not limited to:
balconies and porches, river-oriented entrances and windows, and rooftop terraces.
The proposed Verdi Boat and RV Storage facility maintains an area well over 50-feet from
the banks of the Truckee River as an area to remain undeveloped. Due to the nature of the
project (as would be the case with many non-residential developments) the design
features that are discussed as part of this policy are not typical or standard with the
proposed development type and, therefore not incorporated.
c. There are or will be adequate services and infrastructure to support the proposed
development.
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This project, as proposed, would require minimal services given that there is no sewer
generation proposed from the project and water use will be limited to irrigation water only
and be served through a well that will need to be established on the site. Access to and
from the site can be attained wholly through NDOT right-of-way through I-80 and frontage
roads. Electrical utilities are adjacent to the site paralleling the frontage road and are
expected to have capacity to serve. If any reasonable upgrades are necessary to
accommodate the project, such costs would be borne by the project developer.
d. The proposal adequately mitigates traffic impacts of the project and provides a safe pedestrian
environment.
Traffic impacts from the project are very light with only 75 ADT estimated for the proposed
use. This equates to the traffic volume that would be expected from approximately 8 single
family homes. As such, this finding is easily met.
e. The proposed site location and scale, intensity, density, height, layout, setbacks, and
architectural and overall design of the development and the uses proposed, is appropriate to
the area in which it is located.
The project is appropriately located with access directly off an NDOT right-of-way (frontage
road). The property is zoned Community Commercial, which allows for the proposed use
with a special use permit approval, which is sought with this application. The overall
density, intensity, single story building heights and proposed architecture are appropriate
for the area. There are some residentially used properties to the north of the site, although
they are also zoned CC and will likely convert in use, over time. The proposed use
presents a quiet land use adjacent to any existing, or potential, use. The nearest homes to
the south are over 500 feet separated from the site and approximately 90 feet below the
grade of the proposed project. This vertical and horizontal separation provides more than a
sufficient buffer to these unincorporated Washoe County uses.
f.

The project does not create adverse environmental impacts such as smoke, noise, glare, dust,
vibrations, fumes, pollution or odor which would be detrimental to, or constitute a nuisance to
area properties.
The Verdi Boat & RV Storage project will not create adverse environmental impacts such
as smoke, dust, glare, noise, vibrations, fumes, pollution or odor nor would be detrimental
to nor create a nuisance to surrounding properties.

g. Project signage is in character with project architecture and is compatible with or
complementary to surrounding uses.
Project signage is in character with the overall architectural motif of the project and the
surrounding area. The proposed project is compatible with the surrounding uses.
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h. The structure has been designed such that the window placement and height do not adversely
affect the privacy of existing residential uses.
Not applicable, there are no windows associated with the project.
In addition, required findings for Special Use permits specifically related to the Cooperative
Planning Area Overlay District are answered below,
Findings for Special use permits within the Cooperative Planning Area Overlay District.
Special Use Permits: Protection of Significant Hydrologic Resources as Required in the
Cooperative Planning Area Overlay District. General special use permit findings shall apply, and
the following specific review considerations shall be addressed:
a. Conservation of topsoil;
Final improvement plans will provide topsoil conservation methods for land
disturbances per Reno revegetation standards.
b. Protection of surface water quality;
The portion of the subject parcel that slopes toward the Truckee River is not included
in the Development Site and the Development Site has been graded to slope to the
west, not toward the Truckee River. This design will keep water and runoff, other than
that which naturally occurs from the eastern 1.3+/- acres of the site, from going toward
the Truckee River.
c. Conservation of natural vegetation, wildlife habitats and fisheries;
To conserve natural vegetation and wildlife habitats, the applicant is proposing to
minimize any unnecessary intrusion into areas east of the project site. Where possible,
existing mature trees may be saved, if incorporation into the site plan can be
accomplished.
d. Control of erosion;
All disturbed areas will be revegetated in accordance with City of Reno requirements.
Best Management Practices’ will also be in use to control and minimize any potential
adverse effects.
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e. Control of drainage and sedimentation;
The project includes a detention basin at the northern end of the property which will
handle stormwater discharge. The Preliminary Drainage Report provided with this
application has analyzed the runoff using the City of Reno requirements and
calculated that the project provides 107% of the required level of detention of
stormwaters during the 100 year storm. Runoff water will be collected and piped to the
detention basin through appropriate catch basins and inlets to help address
petrochemicals and sedimentation.
f.

Provision for restoration of the project site to predevelopment conditions;
It is intended that only the required development areas are to be affected.

g. Provision of a bonding program to secure performance of requirements imposed;
The City of Reno requires bonding with new development. This finding will be met
through that standard process and requirement.
h. Preservation of the hydrologic resources, character of the area and other conditions as
necessary.
An existing drainage channel controlled by NDOT will be piped as pass through water
along the frontage of the project. As noted previously noted, the project will not impact
the steeper slopes of the parcel area that flow toward the Truckee River, as such no
change to the hydrologic character of that area will be experience with this project.
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PRELIMINARY GEOTECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT
PROPOSED V ERDI BOAT AND RV STORAGE
345 INTERSTATE 80 WEST
APN 038-230-15
VERDI AREA OF RENO, WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA

1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of our preliminary geotechnical evaluation for the proposed Verdi
Boat and RV Storage facility. The site is located at 345 Interstate 80 West, on the east side of the
Interstate and west of the Truckee River, across from the Gold Ranch Casino. The general location
of the site is shown on Plate No. 1, Site Location Plan.
The purpose of our services is to perform a desktop study and provide preliminary geotechnical
information based on published information relative to:
x
x
x

Anticipated subsurface soil conditions including infiltration
General geology and seismicity of the area
Geologic and seismic hazards

This report is for the purpose of providing geotechnical information. The scope of our services for
this project did not include any environmental assessment or investigation for the presence or
absence of hazardous or toxic material in structures, soil, surface water, groundwater or air, below
or around this site.
There were no detailed site plans showing proposed developments and final grades; as such, this
report is preliminary in nature and will be part of a special use permit submittal. When detailed
grading plans become available, they should be provided to NOVA so that we may prepare a
design-level geotechnical investigation report.
2.0 PROJECT INFORMATION
Our project information is based on our conversations with you. The site comprises approximately
3.91 acres and will be used for the development of an enclosed boat and recreational vehicle (RV)
storage facility. We understand the project will be similar to a standard mini-storage project, but
sized with larger storage units and drive aisles to accommodate boats and RV’s.
3.0 SITE RECONNAISSANCE
Our scope of services for this project included a site reconnaissance, performed by our Senior
Geologist. We observed the existing site conditions and took photographs.
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4.0 SITE CONDITIONS
4.1 Surface
A site visit was performed on June 19, 2019. We made the following observations:
x

The project site is located across Interstate 80 from the Gold Ranch Casino, between the
Interstate and the Truckee River.

x

The site comprises Washoe County Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) 038-230-15.

x

According to the Public Land Survey System (PLSS), the project site is located in the NE¼
of the NE¼ of Section 19, Township 19N, Range 18E, Mt. Diablo Meridian.

x

The western two-thirds of the site is relatively flat at an elevation of approximately 4,992
feet above mean sea level (MSL), based on the NGVD29 vertical datum. There is an
approximately 3-foot deep drainage swale along the west property boundary, paralleling
the frontage road.

x

The eastern one-third of the site consists of a 2:1 (horizontal:vertical) slope that drops a
vertical distance of about 115 feet to the Truckee River below.

x

The project site generally drains east, toward the Truckee River.

x

The project site is currently vacant and unimproved, except for a paved drive along the
south boundary, and a dirt and gravel road winding through the parcel.

x

Above ground utilities consists of an overhead powerline along the west property
boundary, paralleling the frontage road.

x

Vegetation at the site consists of conifer trees, sagebrush, and other native species.

x

The project site is bounded by Interstate 80 to the west, single-family residences to the
north, the Truckee River to the east, and a developed parcel containing one small structure
to the south.

x

The ground surface was characterized by numerous rounded cobbles and boulders.

4.2 Subsurface
According to mapping by the US Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation
Service (Soil Map – Washoe County, Nevada, South Part) the onsite soils in the area of proposed
development consist of Orr stony sandy loam, gravelly substratum, 2 to 4 percent slopes (Map Unit
Symbol 622) to the west, and Oest very bouldery sandy loam, 30 to 50 percent slopes (Map unit
symbol 668) to the east.
According to the survey, the Orr stony sandy loam unit consists of silty sand (SM) from 0 to 12
inches, clayey sand (SC) and silty, clayey sand (SC-SM) from 12 to 50 inches, and silty gravel (GM),
well-graded gravel with silt (GW-GM), silty sand (SM), well-graded sand with silt (SW-SM), and
poorly graded sand with silt (SP-SM) from 50 to 60 inches. Percent passing the #200 sieve ranges
from 15 to 35 from 0 to 12 inches, 20 to 45 from 12 to 50 inches, and 5 to 15 from 50 to 60 inches.
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Liquid limits range from 15 to 25 from 0 to 12 inches, 25 to 35 from 12 to 50 inches, and 0 to 25
from 50 to 60 inches. Plasticity indexes range from non-plastic (NP) to 5 from 0 to 12 inches, 5 to
15 from 12 to 50 inches, and NP from 50 to 60 inches.
The Orr soil is generally classified as hydrologic Group C. These are soils having a slow infiltration
rate when thoroughly wet. These consist chiefly of soils having a layer that impedes the downward
movement of water or soils of moderately fine texture or fine texture. These soils have a slow rate
of water transmission. According to the survey, the Orr soil has a saturated hydraulic conductivity
of 4 to 14 μm/sec (0.0002 in/sec to 0.0005 in/sec) from 0 to 12 inches, 1.4 to 4 μm/sec (0.00005
in/sec to 0.0002 in/sec) from 12 to 50 inches, and 42 to 141 μm/sec (0.002 in/sec to 0.006 in/sec)
from 50 to 60 inches.
The Oest unit consists of silty clayey sand (SC-SM) and silty sand (SM) from 0 to 15 inches, clayey
sand (SC) and silty, clayey sand (SC-SM) from 15 to 40 inches, and well-graded gravel with silt
(GW-GM) and poorly graded gravel with silt (GP-GM) from 40 to 60 inches. Percent passing the
#200 sieve ranges from 30 to 45 from 0 to 15 inches, 10 to 25 from 15 to 40 inches, and 5 to 10
from 40 to 60 inches. Liquid limits range from 15 to 25 from 0 to 15 inches, 25 to 35 from 15 to 40
inches, and 16 to 25 from 40 to 60 inches. Plasticity indexes range from non-plastic (NP) to 10 from
0 to 15 inches, 5 to 15 from 15 to 40 inches, and NP from 40 to 60 inches.
The Oest soil is generally classified as hydrologic Group B. These are soils having a moderate
infiltration rate when thoroughly wet. These consist chiefly of moderately deep or deep, moderately
well drained or well drained soils that have moderately fine texture to moderately coarse texture.
These soils have a moderate rate of water transmission. According to the survey, the Oest soil has
a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 14 to 42 μm/sec (0.0005 in/sec to 0.002 in/sec) from 0 to 15
inches, 4 to 14 μm/sec (0.0002 in/sec to 0.0005 in/sec) from 15 to 40 inches, and 42 to 141 μm/sec
(0.002 in/sec to 0.006 in/sec) from 40 to 60 inches.
Groundwater is anticipated to be at the level of the Truckee River, or approximately 110 feet below
the ground surface. Groundwater levels can fluctuate due to seasonal variations, irrigation practices
and due to groundwater withdrawal and recharge.
5.0 GEOLOGY and SEISMICITY
5.1 Regional Geology
The site is located in the Verdi part of the 12-3 Ma Verdi-Boca Basin, which is a structural basin
bounded by the Verdi Range to the west, Peavine Mountain to the north and east, and the Carson
Range to the south. The basin is transitional between the Basin and Range physiographic province
to the east and the Sierra Nevada to the west. The geologic structure of the area is characterized
by high-angle extensional normal faults trending in a north-northwest direction.
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5.2 Site Geology
According to geologic mapping completed by John W. Bell and Larry J Garside (Nevada Bureau of
Mines and Geology, Verdi Quadrangle Geologic Map, 1987), the materials in the general site vicinity
are composed of the following:
Quaternary-age outwash and Terrace Deposits of the Truckee River (Qt1 and Qt4). These
deposits consist of a sequence of fluvial terraces above the present river level with subscript 1
representing the lowest and subscript 8 the highest. Each deposit consists of a similar pale-brown
to light-brownish-gray to brown, sandy cobble to boulder gravel and gravelly sand. Clasts consist
dominantly of subrounded to rounded andesite and granite with subordinate basalt and
metamorphic rocks; moderately to poorly sorted; slightly to moderately consolidated. Qt1 consists
of late Holocene to modern-aged deposits with little or no soil development. Qt4 consists of Donner
Lake Outwash (Qdo). This unit contains a strong reddish-brown argillic B horizon 1 – 1.3 meters
thick; granitic clasts largely decomposed. A geologic map is presented on Plate 2, Geologic Map.
5.3 Faulting
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) publishes a Quaternary fault and fold database for
use with Google Earth. This database allows the user to view possible faults at or near a location.
The database shows an undifferentiated Quaternary fault zone traversing in a north-northwest to
south-southeast direction approximately 3,100 feet west of the project site, and the
undifferentiated Quaternary “Unnamed fault zone in the Truckee River canyon” located about
4,500 feet east. These faults are also shown on the referenced geologic map.
5.4 Tsunami or Seiche
A tsunami, or a seiche, is a great wave produced by an earthquake or by volcanic activity. A seiche
is an oscillating tsunami that develops in enclosed bodies of water, like lakes or bays. The oscillation
is typically triggered by variations in atmospheric pressure, wind, tidal currents, earthquakes, or a
combination of these factors. Depending on the geometry of the basin, the oscillation continues for
some time after the triggering event has ended. There are no large bodies of water near the project
site; therefore, the potential for tsunamis or seiches to impact the site is considered nonexistent.
5.5 Flooding
Based on studies completed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
community panel number 32031C3013G, effective 03/16/2009, the site is within flood hazard
Zone X (unshaded). These are areas of minimal flood hazard. A copy of the flood hazard map is
included in Plate 3, Flood Map.
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6.0 CLOSURE
Based on this preliminary geotechnical investigation, it is our opinion that the site is suitable for the
proposed development, provided the recommendations in the subsequent design-level
geotechnical investigation report are followed.
Our professional services were performed using the degree of care and skill ordinarily exercised,
under similar circumstances, by reputable geotechnical engineers practicing in this or similar
localities. No warranties, either express or implied, are intended or made. We prepared this report
as an aid in design of the proposed project. This report is not a bidding document. Any contractor
reviewing this report must draw their own conclusions regarding site conditions and specific
construction techniques to be used on this project.
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